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GUIDE PRICE - Sold - ID: VEB010800 - Hampstead- Flat Conversion
*** Under Offer **** A charming three bedroom maisonette with a private, south facing front garden
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located within a period conversion on Arkwright Road.
The apartment has a separate kitchen and reception room with scope to create an open plan space,
new sash windows and high ceilings. There are two good sized double bedrooms and a smaller third
along with a family bathroom and separate WC.
Located within easy reach of the amenities, cafes and boutiques of Hampstead Village and the O2
Centre on the Finchley Road.
Finchley Road and Frognal (Overground), Hampstead Underground (Northern Line) and Finchley
Road Underground (Jubilee & Metropolitan) are all close by.
1 SHOWER ROOM - 2 BEDROOMS - BEDROOM 3/STUDY - CHARACTER CONVERTION LARGE RECEPTION ROOM - LAWNED PRIVATE GARDEN - ORIGINAL PARQUET FLOORS PRIVATE ENTRANCE
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Listing Gallery
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Property Location
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Bedrooms

3

Bathrooms 1
Size

1056 sq ft

VIEWING
By appointment with Heathgate. Prior to making an appointment to view, Heathgate strongly
recommend that you discuss any particular points that are likely to affect your interest in the property
with a member of staff who has seen the property in order that you do not make a wasted journey
IMPORTANT NOTICE
1. These particulars have been prepared in all good faith to give a fair overall view of the property.
If any points are particularly relevant to your interest in the property please ask for further
information/verification.
2.
Nothing in these particulars shall be seemed to be a statement that the property is in good
structural condition or otherwise nor that any services, appliances, equipment or facilities are in
good working order.
Purchasers should satisfy themselves on such matters prior to purchase.
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3.

The images depict only certain parts of the property. It should not be assumed that any
contents/ furnishings/furniture etc. are included in the sale. It should not be assumed that the
property remains as displayed in the image(s). no assumptions should be made with regard to
parts of the property that are not shown. Please ask for further information if required.
4. Any areas, measurements or distances referred to are given as a GUIDE ONLY and are NOT
precise. If such details are fundamental to a purchase, purchasers must rely on their own
enquiries.
5. Where any reference is made to the planning permissions or potential uses such information is
given by Heathgate in good faith. Purchasers should however, make their own enquiries into
such matters prior to purchase.
6. Descriptions of the property are subjective and are used in good faith as an opinion and NOT as
a statement of fact. Please make further specific enquiries to ensure that our descriptions are
likely to match any expectations you may have of this property.
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